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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to associate a polytope P to the Demazure
 .module E l , where w is an element of the Weyl group and l is aw
dominant weight, such that the number of integral points in k ? P is equal
 .  w x.to the dimension of E kl . In this direction see 9, 16 , some progressw
 .has been made when E l coincides with the irreducible representationw
 .  .V l that is, when w is the maximal element of W . Their approach has
been to construct a cone C and a set of half-spaces H 1, . . . , H r for eachl l
dominant weight l such that the intersection C l F r H i providesis1 l
the desired polytope. Here, we shall use the combinatorics on Laksh-
 w x.mibai]Seshadri paths see 15 to construct the polytope.
 w x.Let g be a symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebra see 13 , b a Borel
subalgebra, and h a Cartan subalgebra in b. Let l g Xq and w g W,
where Xq is the set of dominant weights and W is the Weyl group of g.
 .Denote by ¨ the highest weight vector of V l . Then the Demazurel
 .  y1 .module E l is the subspace U wbw ¨ .w l
w x w xIn 15 , Littelmann considers certain piecewise linear paths p : 0, 1 ª
X , where X [ X m R. He calls such paths Lakshmibai]Seshadri pathsR R Z
 .of shape l and denotes the set of Lakshmibai]Seshadri paths by P l . He
 . p 1.  .then proves Char E l s  e , where P l is the subset ofw p g P l. ww
 .  .P l consisting of paths starting in the direction of t l with t U w.
U I am grateful to P. Littelmann for helping me understand his work and for his continuous
encouragement and help, to O. Mathieu for introducing me to the subject and for his
guidance throughout this work, to M. Brion and H. Kraft for enlightening remarks, to
T. Delzant for fruitful discussions, and to C. Weibel for his support.
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 .We would like to interpret P l as the set of points with integralw
coordinates of a certain polytope with integral vertices. Since we cannot
solve this problem in the general case we introduce a slightly weaker
notion of a polytope equipped with an integral structure.
A polytope with an integral structure is a simplicial complex P see
w x .Section 21.6 of 10 for the definition of a simplicial complex and a
  .4collection of subsets P n of P, such that for each simplex D in P,ng N
 .the set D l P n satisfies certain conditions that will be explained in
detail in Section 3. This notion generalizes the usual notion of polytopes
with integral vertices in R l. For such a polytope P ; R l, the collection
  .4  .  . lP n is defined by setting P n [ P l 1rn Z . As for polytopesng N
l  .with integral vertices in R , the cardinality of P n is a polynomial in n,
called the Ehrhart polynomial of P.
The main result of this article is:
THEOREM. Let l g Xq and w g WrW . There exists a polytope withl
l  .integral structure P , and a natural bijection between paths in P nl andw w
l .points in P n .w
From this theorem we deduce the following corollaries.
q  .COROLLARY 1. For l g X and w g WrW , dim E nl is a polyno-l w
mial in n.
COROLLARY 2. Let l g Xq and w g W. The multiplicity of the weight
 .nm in E nl is a quasi-polynomial in n for n G 0.w
By a quasi-polynomial we mean a function p of the form
k
ip n s d n n , 0.1 .  .  . i
is0
 .where the d n are periodic functions in n.i
COROLLARY 3. Assume g to be a semi-simple Lie algebra. Define the
 .  .  .  .  .tensor product multiplicity c l, m, n by V l m V m s [ c l, m, n V nn
 .for l, m, n dominant weights. The function n ¬ c nl, nm, nn is a quasi-
polynomial in n for n G 0.
We shall prove Corollaries 1, 2, 3, by interpreting the desired quantities
as Ehrhart polynomials or Ehrhart quasi-polynomials, i.e., as the number
of points in a polytope with integral or rational structure. We remark,
however, that the above corollaries could also be proven using arguments
of commutative algebra which will be explained in detail in Section 5.
 .In Section 1, we describe explicitly the set of paths P l . In Section 2w
we remind the reader of certain results on Bruhat order and prove others
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needed to construct a polytope with integral structure that satisfies the
conditions of the theorem. In Section 4 we construct the polytope P l.w
Finally, the corollaries are proved in Section 5.
1. LAKSHMIBAI]SESHADRI PATHS
In this section we fix a dominant weight l and we denote by W thel
stabilizer of l. Recall that WrW can be identified with the subset of Wl
consisting of elements w, such that ws # w for all simple roots a witha
 k:l, a s 0. Let w: w % ??? % w be a strictly decreasing sequence ofl 1
elements of WrW and a: 0 s a - a - ??? - a s 1 a strictly increas-l lq1 l 1
wing sequence of rational numbers. Following the construction of 15, Sect.
x  . w x2 , we can identify w; a with a path p : 0, 1 ª X defined byR
i
p t s a y a w l q t y a w l .  .  .  .  . j jq1 j i iy1
jsl
w xfor t g a , a , i s l q 1, . . . , 2. 1.1 .i iy1
 .  .Note that p starts from zero in the direction of w l and moves alongl
 .this direction for a units, then it continues in the direction of w l forl ly1
a y a units and so on. Remark also that due to the strict inequalities ofly1 l
 .the sequence a, the representation of p by w; a is unique. The path p , is
called a rational path of shape l. For this path to end at a weight we
require that the sequences w and a satisfy certain conditions explained
below.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let t and s be two elements of WrW and a g Q.l
 .We say that there is an a-chain for the pair t , s if there exist elements
k , k , . . . , k in WrW such that t s k % k % ??? % k s s , with:0 1 n l 0 1 n
 .  .  .i l k s l k y 1,j jy1
 .   . k:ii a k l , b g Z,j j
where the b are positive roots such that k s s k .j j b jy1j
We can now define a Lakshmibai]Seshadri path.
 .DEFINITION 1.2. The rational path p s w ; a is called a
Lakshmibai]Seshadri path of shape l if for j s 2, . . . , l, there exists an
 .a -chain for the pair w , w .j j jy1
 .  .  .Note that as defined p a s a w l q  roots, and so p 1 is a weight.i i i
As an example of a Lakshmibai]Seshadri path let us consider the particu-
 .  .lar case where l w s l w q 1. Let b be the positive root such thatj jy1 j
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w s s w . Then the condition that there exists an a -chain for the pairj b jy1 jj
 .   . k:w , w is equivalent to a w l , b g Z.j jy1 j j j
 .We denote by P l the set of Lakshmibai]Seshadri paths of shape l.
 .  .Let P l be the subset of paths of P l which start in the direction ofw
 .  .t l where w # t . More precisely if p s w; a is a rational path of shape
l where w is w % ??? % w , thenl 1
P l s p g P l w # w . 1.2 4 .  .  .w l
w xAs mentioned in the Introduction, Littelmann 15 proved the character
formula
Char E l s ep 1. . 1.3 .  .w
 .pgP lw
This formula not only describes the character of Demazure modules but
 .implies also that the multiplicity of a certain weight in E l is thew
 . w xnumber of paths in P l ending at this weight. Moreover, in 15w
Littelmann proves also the following decomposition rule for the tensor
product of two irreducible representations,
V l m V m s V l q p 1 , 1.4 .  .  .  . .[
p
where p runs through the set of all Lakshmibai]Seshadri paths of shape
 .m, such that l q p t stays in the dominant Weyl chamber for all
w xt g 0, 1 .
We would like to construct a polytope P l, equipped with an integralw
l .structure, such that there exists a bijection between the points in P nw
 .and paths in P nl .w
2. MAXIMAL CHAINS CONNECTING t TO s
2.1. Results on Bruhat Order. We remind the reader of the following
 w xtheorem and its corollary see Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 3.2 of 4 for
.proof which will be used later.
THEOREM 2.1. Let W be a Coxeter group and S the set of simple
X  .  .  X .reflections. For all w, w g W and s g S such that l sw - l w and l sw -
 X.l w we ha¨e
wX # w m wX # sw m swX # sw. 2.1 .
X  X.COROLLARY 2.2. Let w, w g W be two elements in W such that l w s
 . X X X Xl w q 1 and sw % w. If w % w and w % sw , then w s sw.
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2.2. Maximal Chains. We fix l g Xq. Let t and s be two elements in
WrW with t # s . In this section we consider maximal chains between tl
and s . Any such maximal chain S, can be represented as
t s k % k % ??? % k s s , 2.2 .0 1 n
 .  .  .  .where the k belong to WrW , l k s l k y 1 and n s l t y l s .i l i iy1
 .Let us denote by b the positive roots such that k s s k and by gcd Si i b iy1i
  . k:4 nthe greatest common divisor of k l , b . In the case where t s si i is1
 .we define gcd S s 0. Let S be the set of maximal chains connecting tt , s .
to s . We will show the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let t , s g WrW be such that t # s . Then gcd S sl
 X. Xgcd S for any two maximal chains S, S in S .t , s .
Let S: t s k % k % ??? % k s s be a maximal chain connecting t0 1 n
and s and s a simple reflection such that t % st . To prove the theorem
we need the following formulas.
LEMMA 2.4. Let S g S be the maximal chain t s k % k % ??? %t , s . 0 1
k s s , and s s s a simple reflection with t % st . Suppose that there is an a
Äj, 0 - j F n with sk % k . Then st # s , and there exists a chain S g Sj j  st , s .
such that
Ä k :gcd S s gcd gcd S , s l , a . 2.3 .  .  . . 4
Proof. Let us denote by b the positive roots such that k s s k .i i b iy1i
According to the hypothesis we know that there exists a j such that
sk % k . Suppose j is the smallest number satisfying this property that is,j j
.k % sk for all i - j . Then Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 imply thati i
 .1 sk % sk for all i - j. To obtain this, substitute w s k andiy1 i i
wX s k in Theorem 2.1.iy1
 . X2 b s a . Substitute w s k and w s k in Corollary 2.2 toj j jy1
 .show that k s sk or sk s k . Then b s a .jy1 j jy1 j j
 .  .  .From 1 we have st % sk and from 2 we have sk s k # s . Sojy1 jy1 j
Äst # s . Set S to be the chain
st s sk % ??? % sk s k % k % ??? % s . 2.4 .0 jy1 j jq1
ÄIn Fig.1, S is the chain on the right and S is the chain on the left.
ÄWe now find the relation between the ``gcd'' of the two chains S and S.
For the first chain we have
nkgcd S s gcd k l , b . 2.5 : .  .  . 4i i is1
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FIGURE 1
Ä  .Let 1 F i - j. The positive root b such that sk s s sk is s b .Äi i b iy1 ii
Ä k .   .  . :Therefore gcd S is the greatest common divisor of sk l , s bi i
 .   . k:  .where 1 F i - j and k l , b where j - i F n . Sincei i
  .  .k:   . k:sk l , s b s k l , b , we want to showi i i i
njy1k k k :gcd S s gcd k l , b , k l , b , s l , a . :  : .  .  .  . 4  4 5i i i i isjq1is1
2.6 .
A direct calculation shows that if g is a positive root, then
n
k k k k : :k l , g s s l , g y k l , b b , g . 2.7 :  : .  .  .  .i i i i
isjq1
 .Recall that b s a . Therefore this identity for g s b s a implies thatj j
nk kgcd k l , b , k l , b : .  .  . : 5i i j j 5is jq1
nk k :s gcd k l , b , s l , a . 2.8 .  .  .  . : 5i i 5is jq1
 .  .  .Equations 2.5 , 2.6 , and 2.8 enable us to conclude.
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LEMMA 2.5. Le S g S be the maximal chain t s k % k % ??? %t , s . 0 1
k s s , and s s s a simple reflection with t % st . Suppose that for alln a
i s 0, . . . , n, we ha¨e k % sk . Then st % ss , and there exists a chaini i
ÄS g S such that st , ss .
Ägcd S s gcd S . 2.9 .  . .
Proof. Let b be the positive roots such that k s s k . Substitutingi i b iy1i
w s k and wX s k in Theorem 2.1 we obtain that sk % sk for all ii iy1 iy1 i
Ä .1 F i F n . This implies that st % ss . Let S g S be the chain st , ss .
st s sk % sk % ??? % sk % sk s ss . 2.10 .0 1 ny1 n
Ä Ä .  .The positive root b , such that sk s s sk , is s b . Therefore gcd SÄi i b iy1 ii
  .  .k:4 nis the greatest common divisor of sk l , s b . However, sincei i is1
k k Ä  .  . :   . :  .sk l , s b s k l , b , we conclude that gcd S is the greatesti i i i
k n  . :4common divisor of k l , b . Hence the result.i i is1
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We shall now prove this theorem by induction on
 . Xl t . Let S, S be two maximal chains in S . Choose a simple reflectiont , s .
Ä ÄXs such that t % st . Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 imply that there exists S, S g
Ä X ÄX .  .  .  .  .S such that gcd S s gcd S and gcd S s gcd S . Since l st - st , ss .
XÄ Ä .  .  .l t , by induction we know that gcd S s gcd S and so we are done.
DEFINITION 2.6. Let l be a dominant weight and t , s elements of
 .WrW such that t % s . Theorem 2.3 allows us to define gcd S to bel t , s .
 .the number gcd S for any S g S .t , s .
Let l be a dominant weight. We recall that an a-chain for the pair
 . t , s is a maximal chain t s k % k % ??? % k s s where k s0 1 n i
.   . k: s k such that a k l , b is an integer for all i s 1, . . . , n seeb iy1 i ii
.Definition 1.1 . Using the notation of Definition 2.6, we can rewrite
Theorem 2.3 in the following way.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let l be a dominant weight and t , s g WrW be suchl
 .that t % s . Then there exists an a-chain for the pair t , s if and only if
 .a ? gcd S g Z.t , s .
3. POLYTOPES WITH INTEGRAL STRUCTURE
We start this section by introducing the notion of an integral respec-
. w xtively rational structure on a polytope. Refer to Section 21.6 of 10 for the
definition of a triangulable polytope.
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let P be a triangulable polytope. An integral struc-
 .  .ture respectively rational on P is a collection of subsets P n ; P for
all n g N and an affine imbedding i : D ª R lD . for each simplex D g PD
such that:
 .  .  .1 The vertices of i D should have integral respectively rationalD
coordinates.
 .  .  .2 If we denote D n s D l P n , then
lD .i D n s x g i D nx g Z . 3.1 .  .  . 4 .D D
l  .For a polytope P ; R , with integral respectively rational vertices we
 .  . lset P n [ P l 1rn Z for all n g N. With this definition we see that
the notion of polytopes with integral structure respectively rational struc-
. ture generalizes the notion of polytopes with integral respectively ratio-
.  .nal vertices. Observe that the cardinality of P n is exactly the number of
integral points in nP, and hence it is a polynomial respectively quasi-poly-
.  w x.nomial in n see 5, 6 . More generally we have:
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let P be a polytope with integral rational structure
 . of dimension d. Then, the cardinality of P n is a polynomial quasi-poly-
.nomial in n of degree d.
 .Proof. By definition cardinality of D n is equal to the cardinality of
 . .  .  .i D n . Observe that i D is a simplex with integral rational verticesD D
 . .  .and so the cardinality of i D n is a polynomial quasi-polynomial in n.D
 .Since the cardinality of P n is an alternating sum over the simplexes it is
 .also a polynomial quasi-polynomial in n. More precisely, let D , . . . , D1 N
 .  .be all the maximal simplexes of P and denote by D n s D ni , . . . , i i1 l 1
 .l ??? l D n . Theni l
ly1Card P n s y1 Card D n . 3.2 .  .  .  . .  . i , . . . , i1 l
1Fi - ??? -i FN1 l
 .As for polytopes with integral rational vertices we call this polynomial
 .the Ehrhart polynomial Ehrhart quasi-polynomial of P.
4. CONSTRUCTION OF P lw
This section is divided into three parts. In Subsection 4.1 we will explain
how to associate a triangulable polytope to a partially ordered set. In
particular we consider the set of elements of WrW smaller than w. Wel
w xdenote this set by 1, w and the triangulable polytope associated to it
by P .w
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In Subsection 4.2 we fix a dominant weight l and use this weight to
define an integral structure on P . We denote by P l the triangulablew w
polytope P , equipped with the integral structure defined by l.w
Finally, in Theorem 4.8, we show that there exists a natural bijection
l .  .between P n and Lakshmibai]Seshadri paths in P nl . In this man-w w
ner we prove the theorem announced in the Introduction.
4.1. Polytopes and Partially Ordered Sets. Let I be a finite partially
ordered set. We recall that a chain in I is a totally ordered subset of I.
The set I can be realized as a triangulable polytope where the simplexes
of the triangulation are the chains in I. Formally let I R . be a vector
 4space with basis e . The geometric realization of I is a polytopei ig I
< < R .I ; I which is the set of points x s  a e , such that:ig I i i
 .i a G 0 with a s 1.i i
 .  .  4ii Support x s i N a / 0 is a chain in I.i
< <The triangulation on I is given by the chains in I, where a simplex is
the convex hall of the points e , . . . , e with i - ??? - i in I.i i 1 k1 k
For l g Xq, let W be the stabilizer of l. We recall that WrW can bel l
identified with the subset of W consisting of elements w, such that
 k:ws # w for all a with l, a s 0. Therefore we can equip WrW witha l
 . w xthe Bruhat order induced from this identification. We denote by 1, w
 4the set t g WrW N t U w . This set is a partially ordered finite set. Letl
P be the triangulable polytope associated to it.w
4.2. An Integral Structure on P . The procedure of finding an integralw
structure on P is simplified by the following proposition.w
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let P be a triangulable polytope. Suppose that for each
maximal simplex D ; P there exists an imbedding i : D ª R lD ., whereD
 .l D s dim D, such that
 .  .1 The ¨ertices of i D ha¨e integral coordinates.D
 .2 For all maximal simplexes D and D of P we ha¨e1 2
D n l D s D l D n , 4.1 .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  y1 . lD .4where D n s i x N nx g Z . Then there exists a unique integral struc-j D j
ture on P that coincides with the integral structure on the maximal simplexes.
 .  .Proof. We define the set P n [ D D n , where the union is over allD
maximal simplexes of P. An arbitrary simplex DX, is contained in a
maximal simplex D. Thus, we define i X to be the restriction of i to DX,D D
X . X  .and D n [ D l D n .
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X . X  .  .Note that D n [ D l D n is well defined because D n l D s D1 2 1
 .l D n for any two maximal simplexes D and D . It is clear that the2 1 2
  .4collection P n and i for each simplex of D of P is an integralng N D
structure on P. Moreover, according to the definition, it is the only one
which coincides with the given integral structure on the maximal sim-
plexes.
 .In order to apply this theorem to our case, we have to: 1 describe the
 .maximal simplexes of P , 2 define an integral structure on these sim-w
 .plexes, and 3 show that these structures satisfy the condition of Proposi-
tion 4.1.
4.2.1. Classification of Maximal Simplexes. Fix a dominant weight l g
Xq and a w g WrW . Let P be the triangulable polytope defined inl w
Subsection 4.1. Recall that a simplex of P corresponds to a chainw
 .t % t % ??? % t % t with w # t in WrW . Therefore the maximalj jy1 1 0 j l
w xsimplexes of P correspond to maximal chains of 1, w . Explicitly aw
w xmaximal chain in 1, w , is a chain
c: w s t % t % ??? % t % t s 1 4.2 .l ly1 1 0
w x  .   ..of elements in 1, w , such that l t s j for simplicity we write l s l w .j
4.2.2. Definition of i for a Maximal Simplex D. Fix a dominant weightD
l g Xq and a w g WrW . Let D be the maximal simplex associated to thel
 .chain of Eq. 4.2 and b the positive roots such that t s s t . Thek k b ky1k
vertices of D are indexed by t , . . . , t . We use the roots b and the weightl 0 k
l  4 ll to construct an imbedding i : D ª R . Let e be the canonical basisD k ks1
of R l. We define the image of the vertices of D to be
0 if j s 0¡
j~i t s 4.3 .  .D j kt l , b e otherwise : . k k k¢
ks1
and we extend i to D byD
l l
i b t s b i t . 4.4 .  . D j j j D j /js0 js0
LEMMA 4.2. The application i : D ª R l is an imbedding.D
Proof. Since D corresponds to the chain c:w s t % ??? % t s 1, thel 0
 .   .  .4vertices of D are t , . . . , t . Note that i t s 0, and that i t , . . . , i tl 0 D 0 D 1 D l
forms a basis for R l since it can be derived from the canonical basis by a
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  . k:triangular matrix, whose diagonal coefficients are t l , b . Thesek k
coefficients are not zero because s t s t is strictly smaller than t .b k ky1 kk
Therefore i is an imbedding.D
  ..  .By definition see Eq. 4.3 , the vertices of i D have integral coordi-D
nates. This allows us to define an integral structure on D.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let l be a dominant weight, w g WrW , and D al
 .  .maximal simplex of P with i defined as in Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 . Wew D
  .4define the integral structure on D to be the collection D n equippedng N
with the imbedding i , whereD
y1 lD n s i x x g i D and nx g Z . 4.5 .  .  .  . 4D D
4.2.3. Compatibility of Integral Structures on Maximal Simplexes
LEMMA 4.4. Let l be a dominant weight, D be a maximal simplex of P ,w
and x a point in D. Suppose s % ??? % s to be the support of x withr 1
r  .x s  b s . Then x g D n if and only ifis1 i i
na gcd S g Z 4.6 . . .m s , s .m my1
for m s 1, . . . , r, where a s r b .m ism i
Proof. Suppose that D corresponds to the chain c:w s t % ??? % t sl 0
1. Since x g D the support of x is contained in the chain c. Therefore,
there exist integers i , . . . , i , with l G i ) i ) ??? ) i G 0 such that1 r r ry1 1
s s t % s s t % ??? % s s t . 4.7 .r i ry1 i 1 ir ry1 1
 .By direct calculation on Eq. 4.3 we obtain that image of x under i isD
r r
i x s b i s s b i t .  .  . D m D m m D im
ms1 ms1
l
ks c t l , b e , 4.8 : .  . k k k k
ks1
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 4 l lwhere e is the canonical basis of R andk ks1
r¡
b s a s 1 if k F i i 1 1
is1
r~c s 4.9 .k b s a if i - k F i l m my1 m
ism¢0 if k ) i .r
We recall that a necessary and sufficient condition for a point x to be in
 .  . D n is that n times the coordinate of i x be integers see DefinitionD
.  .  .   . k:4.3 . According to Eqs. 4.5 and 4.8 this is equivalent to nc t l , bk k k
  . k:  xg Z for all k. That is, na t l , b g Z for all integers k g i , i ,m k k my1 m
and for all m s 1, . . . , r. In other words
na gcd t l , b k g Z for m s 1, . . . , r . 4.10 : .  . 4 /m k k i -kFimy 1 m
 .Using the notation introduced in Definition 2.6, it is clear that Eq. 4.10 is
exactly the assertion of the lemma.
A direct consequence of Lemma 4.4 is that the integral structures
 .defined for maximal simplexes of P see Definition 4.3 satisfy thew
conditions of Proposition 4.1.
COROLLARY 4.5. Let D and D be two maximal simplexes of P . The1 2 w
integral structure defined on these simplexes in Definition 4.3 is such that
D n l D s D l D n . 4.11 .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .Proof. Let x be a point in D l D . The point x g D n for j s 0, 11 2 j
 .if and only if x satisfies the condition of Eq. 4.6 . Since this condition is
 .  .independent of D we can conclude that D n l D s D l D n .j 1 2 1 2
Consequently, Proposition 4.1 ensures the existence of a unique integral
structure on P which, when restricted to a maximal simplex D coincidesw
with the integral structure given in Definition 4.3.
DEFINITION 4.6. Let l be a dominant weight. We define P l to be thew
triangulable polytope P equipped with the integral structure which, whenw
restricted to maximal simplexes, coincides with the integral structure given
in Definition 4.3.
COROLLARY 4.7. Let l be a dominant weight and x s r b s be ais1 i i
l  4 l .point in P , where s % ??? % s is the support of x. Then, x g P n ifw r 1 w
 .and only if for all m there exists an na -chain for the pair s , s , wherem m my1
a s r b .m ism i
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Proof. The point x belongs to a certain maximal simplex D. By
l l .definition of the integral structure on P , the point x g P n if and onlyw w
 .  .if x g D n . On the other hand, due to Lemma 4.4, x g D n if and only if
  ..na gcd S is an integer. Due to Proposition 2.7, this is equiva-m s , s .m my1
 .lent to saying that there exists an na -chain for the pair s , s .m m my1
Here we prove the theorem announced in the Introduction.
THEOREM 4.8. Let l be a dominant weight, w an element of WrW , andl
P l the polytope with integral structure defined in Subsection 4.2. Then, therew
 . l .exists a natural bijection f : P nl ª P n .n w w
Proof. Let s : s % ??? % s be a strictly decreasing sequence inr 1
WrW and a: 0 s a - a - ??? - a s 1 a strictly increasing sequencel rq1 r 1
in Q. Denote by p the path identified with these two sequences see Eq.
 ..1.1 . We define the application f to be
r
f p s a y a s . 4.12 .  .  . i iq1 i
is1
 . lThe point f p belongs to the polytope with integral structure P . Tow
 r .simplify the notation set b s a y a in other words  b s a . Thei i iq1 ism i m
 . r  4support of the point f p s  b s is exactly s , . . . , s . We proved inis1 i i 1 r
 . l .Corollary 4.7 that the point f p g P n if and only if there exists anw
r  .  .n b -chain na -chain for the pair s , s . Therefore according toism i m m my1
 . l .  .Definition 1.2, the point f p g P n if and only if the path p s s ; aw
 . l .is a Lakshmibai]Seshadri path of shape nl. Hence, f p g P n if andw
 .only if p g P nl . We denote by f the restriction of f to the setw n
 .P nl .w
5. PROOF OF THE COROLLARIES
 .5.1. Interpretation of dim E nl as an Ehrhart Polynomial in n.w
q  .COROLLARY 5.1. For l g X and w g WrW , dim E nl is a polyno-l w
mial in n.
 .Proof. According to the character formula given in Eq. 1.3 ,
 .  .dim E nl is the cardinality of the set P nl . On the other hand,w w
 .Theorem 4.8 ensures the existence of a bijection between the sets P nlw
l .and P n . Finally Proposition 3.2 tells us that the latter is a polynomialw
in n.
We can also show this corollary using algebraic geometry arguments,
which we now explain.
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For a dominant weight l, denote by P the parabolic subgroup F P ,l a va
 k:where the intersection is over all simple roots a such that l, a / 0
and P is a maximal parabolic subgroup with associated fundamentalva w xweight v . The following results have been proved in 1, 18 for the casea
w xwhen g is finite dimensional, and in 14, 17 for the case when g is infinite
dimensional:
UiH S , L s E l if i s 0 .  . .w l w
5.1 .
H i S , L s 0 if i ) 0, .w l
where l is a dominant weight, S s BwP rP is the Schubert varietyw l l
associated to w in GrP , and L is the fiber bundle BwP = C over Sl l l P l wl
 w x . mnsee 12 for more details . Therefore, the Euler characteristic of L ,l
 mn. 0 mn. qdenoted x L , is equal to dim H S , L for all l g X . Sincel w l
 mn.  w xx E is a polynomial in n for all fiber bundles E see Section 2.3 of 3
w x. 0 .or example 18.2.3 of 8 , then dim H S , L is also a polynomial in n.w nl
 .This implies that dim E nl is a polynomial in n.w
 .5.2. Interpretation of dim E nl as an Ehrhart Quasi-polynomial. Fixw nm
 .a dominant weight l. For all w g WrW , we define s w to be the numberl
of distinct reflections in a reduced decomposition of w.
l  .LEMMA 5.2. Let D be a simplex of P and p a path in P nl wherew w
 . lw .f p g D. There exists an affine linear space H ; R of dimensionn D , m
 .  .  .  .l w y s w , such that p 1 s nm if and only if i (f p g H .D n D , m
 .  .Proof. To simplify the notation set s s s w and l s l w . We shall
first suppose that D is a maximal simplex. Let t : w s t % ??? % t s 1l 0
be the maximal chain corresponding to D. We consider the vector space
  . 4X spanned by t l N t U w . Note that dim X s s. We choose 0 F i -w w 1
  .  .  .4??? - i F l such that t l , t l , . . . , t l forms a basis of X as ans i i i w1 2 s
 .R-vector space. According to the hypothesis nm is a weight of E nl .w
 4Therefore m is in X . Thus, for any real numbers a , therew k k f i , . . . , i 41 s
exist unique numbers b , . . . , b such that1 s
s
m y a t l s b t l . 5.2 .  .  . k k j i j
 4 js1kf i , . . . , i1 s
We define H ; R l to be the space of all the pointsD , m
s
a i t q b i t , 5.3 .  . . k D k j D i j
 4 js1kf i , . . . , i1 s
 .where the a 's and the b 's satisfy Eq. 5.2 . Note that H is an affinek j D , m
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linear space, i.e., for all u, ¨ g R and for all x, y, z g H with z fixed weD , m
 .  .  .  .  .have: i u x y z g H y z, and ii u x y z q ¨ y y z g H y z.D , m D , m
We can also describe H as the smallest affine linear space in R lD , m
containing the points
s s
0 kX s B i t and X s i t q B i t , . .  . 0 j D i k D k j D ij j 5
js1 js1  4kf i , . . . , i1 s
5.4 .
where the coefficients B k satisfyj
s¡ 0B t l . j i j
js1~m s 5.5 .s
kt l q B t l for k / 0. .  .k j i j¢
js1
 .  .By definition, i c t g H if and only if c t l s m.D j j D , m j j
 . kThat m and t l are weights implies that the coefficients B arej j
rational. Therefore, H is defined by rational equations. Moreover,D , m
 4dim H F l y s because the X are linearly independent.D , m k k f i , . . . , i 41 s
 .Therefore H l i D is a polytope with rational vertices of dimensionD , m D
less than or equal to l y s.
 .  .  .Let p g P nl be such that f p g D. That is, p s t ; c where c:w n
0 s c F c F ??? F c s 1. In Theorem 4.8 we proved that p belongslq1 l 0
 .  . l  . l .to P nl if and only if f p s  c y c t belongs to P n .w n is0 i iq1 i w
l  .  .Observe that the end point of p is  c y c t nl , and thereforeis0 i iq1 i
 .  .p 1 s nm if and only if i (f p g H .D n D , m
An arbitrary simplex DX is a subset of a maximal simplex D. So, letting
XH s H we obtain the assertion of the lemma.D , m D , m
 . y1   ... lDefine H n [ i H l i D n for a simplex D of P . NoteD , m D D , m D w
 .that the cardinality of H n is the number of points in the polytopeD , m
 .  . lH l i D belonging to 1rn Z . Since this polytope has rational ver-D , m D
 .tices, cardinality of H n is a quasi-polynomial in n of degree F l y sD , m
 w x.see 6 .
COROLLARY 5.3. Let l be a dominant weight and w g WrW . Supposel
 .  .that dim E l / 0. Then the function n ¬ dim E nl is a quasi-poly-w m w nm
 .  .nomial for n G 0 of degree smaller than l w y s w .
 .Proof. The character formula 1.3 implies that the dimension of
 .  .E nl is the number of paths in P nl ending at nm. Then, Lemmaw nm w
 .5.2 implies that it is the cardinality of D H n , where D , . . . , D are alli D , m 1 Ni
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the maximal simplexes of P l. Denote by D the intersection Dw i , . . . , i i1 k 1
l ??? l D . We then havei k
dim E nl s Card D H n .  . .nmw i D , mi
ky1s y1 Card H n . 5.6 .  .  .  /D , mi , . . . , i1 k
1Fi - ??? -i FN1 k
 .Since cardinality of H n is a quasi-polynomial in n of degree F l y s,D , m
we are done.
This result can also be shown using algebraic geometric arguments we
.   ..Uw xthank M. Brion for pointing out this proof . Denote by E l m thew
  ..Uh-module which, as a vector space is E l , but we have shifted thew
  ..Uw x action by m. More precisely for all ¨ g E l m we have h.¨ s h yw
 ..m h ¨ . Let A be the following h-module:
U w xA s E nl nm . 5.7 .  . .[ w
n
 w x.The algebra A is an h-module and it is generated by A see 17, 18 .1
h  .Let C [ A . Observe that E nl , C . Thus Corollary 5.3 is true if wew nm n
show that the dimension of the latter is a quasi-polynomial in n. The
algebra A is the homogeneous coordinate ring over a Schubert variety.
This implies that A is normal and has rational singularities. On the other
w xhand, according to a result by Boutot 2, Corollaire, p. 66 , the same is true
for the ring C which is the invariant ring of a torus action on A.
That dim C is a quasi-polynomial in n follows from the next lemma.n
LEMMA 5.4. Let A s [` A be a graded, normal C-algebra. If thenns0
 .singularities of Spec A are rational, then dim A is a quasi-polynomial forn
all n G 0.
Proof. The algebra A is Cohen]Macaulay, so it has a canonical mod-
ule v . The grading of A defines a corresponding grading of v . DenotingA A
by F the Poincare series of the A-module M, we have the followingÂM
relation between the Poincare series of A and v :Â A
 .dim A y1F z s y1 F z . 5.8 .  .  .  .v AA
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w xAccording to a theorem of Flenner 7, Satz 3.1 , the degrees of v are allA
strictly positive. This implies that the Poincare series of A could be writtenÂ
as
P z .
F z s , 5.9 .  .eA d1 y z .
 . kwhere P z s  ka z is a polynomial of degree strictly less than de. Tok k
d ye ` e q m y 1 dm .  .develop this series observe that 1 y z s  z , andms 0 e y 1
therefore
e q m y 1k dmF z s a z z .  A k /  / /e y 1mk
n y k
e q y 1 ns a z . 5.10 .  dk  0 0n k'n mod d e y 1
It follows that dim A is a quasi-polynomial in n.n
w  .  .  .x5.3. Interpretation of V nm m V nl : V nn as an Ehrhart Quasi-poly-
nomial. In this section we assume that g is finite dimensional. Let w be0
w  .  .  .xthe maximal element of WrW and V m m V l : V n the number ofl
 .  .  .times that V n appears in the decomposition of V m m V l into
 .irreducible representations. Formula 1.4 gives a rule for the decomposi-
 .  . w  .  .  .xtion of V m m V l . According to this rule, V m m V l : V n is the
 .  .number of paths p g P l such that i p )p is contained in them
 .  .dominant Weyl chamber and ii n s m q p 1 . Denote
G s p g P nl p )p ; C and nm q p 1 s nn , 5.11 .  .  . 4n nm W
where C is the dominant Weyl chamber.W
l  .LEMMA 5.5. Let D be a simplex of P and p a path in P nl , wherew
Ä lw 0 . .f p s D. There exists an affine linear space H ; R of dimensionn D
Ä .  .  .l w y rank g , such that p g G if and only if i (f p g H .0 n D n D , nym
 .  .Proof. To simplify the notation set l s l w and s s rank g . We shall0
first suppose that D is a maximal simplex. Let t : w s t % ??? % t s 10 l 0
 .be the maximal chain associated to D and denote by p s t ; a the
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Lakshmibai]Seshadri path of shape nl where a: 0 s a F a F ??? F alq1 l 0
s 1. Recall that p is
l
w xp t s a y a t nl q t y a t nl for tg a , a . .  .  .  . . k kq1 k j jy1 j jy1
ksj
5.12 .
The path p )p is contained in C if and only if for all simple roots anm W
  . k: w x  .we have nm q p t , a G 0 where t g 0, 1 . From Eq. 5.12 the latter
is equivalent to
l
knm q a y a t nl , a G 0 5.13 .  .  . k kq1 k ;
ksj
for all j s 0, . . . , l and for all simple roots a . Let b be the positive rootsk
 4 l lsuch that t s s t , and e be the canonical base of R . From Eqs.k b ky1 k ks1k
 .  .4.3 and 4.12 we obtain
l
ki f p s a t l , b e . 5.14 : .  .  . . D n k k k k
ks1
 .   ..   . k:If we denote x , . . . , x s i f p , then x s a t l , b . With this1 l D n k k k k
 .notation Eq. 5.13 implies that a path p )p ; C if and only if for allnm W
simple roots a and for all j s 0, . . . , l we have
k lt l , a x : .j kkx q t l y t l , a : .  .j k ky1 kk  /t l , b : .t l , b : . k kksjq1j j
 k:G y m , a . 5.15 .
Ä  .Define H to be the set of all points x , . . . , x satisfying the inequali-D 1 l
 .ties of Eq. 5.15 for all simple roots a . Therefore the path p )p , wherenm
 .  .p g P nl , is in the Weyl chamber if and only if i (f p belongs tow D n
ÄH .D
 .   ..  .By definition the path p s t ; a belongs to G see Eq. 5.11 if in
 .  .   .  .p 1 s nn y nm and ii p )p ; C note that f p g D n since tnm W n
.  . defines D . The first condition is equivalent to i (f p g H seeD n D , nym
Ä.  .Lemma 5.2 and the second condition is equivalent to i (f p g H .D n D
X Ä ÄXFor an arbitrary simplex D let H s H where D is a maximal simplexD D
Xcontaining D .
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Ä  .The intersection H l H l i D where H as in Lemma 5.2D D , nym D D , nym
Äis a polytope. This polytope has rational vertices because H is defined byD
inequalities with rational coefficients, H is defined by rational equa-D , nym
 .tions, and i D is a simplex with integral vertices. Moreover, the dimen-D
sion of the polytope is clearly smaller than the dimension of H whichD , nym
 .  .is l w y s w . Recall that the latter is the number of simple reflections0 0
 .  .in w . Since w is the maximal element in W, then s w is rank g .0 0 0
Ä y1 Ä .   . ..   .Define H n [ i H l H l i D n then p s t ; a g G ifD D D D , nym D n
Ä Ä .  ..  .and only if f p g H n . Cardinality of H n is equal to the number ofn D D
Ä l .  .points in the polytope H l H l i D belonging to 1rn Z . SinceD D , nym D
this polytope has integral vertices this cardinality is a quasi-polynomial in
 .  .n of degree l w y rank g .0
w  .  .  .xCOROLLARY 5.6. The function n ¬ V nm m V nl : V nn is a quasi-
 .  .polynomial for n G 0 of degree less than or equal to l w y rank g .0
w  .  .  .xProof. We know that V nm m V nl : V nn is equal to the cardinal-
ity of G . From above the latter is in turn equal to the cardinality ofn
N Ä N l .  4D H n , where the D are the set of the maximal simplexes of P .is1 D i is1 wi
Denote by D the intersection D l ??? l Di , . . . , i i i1 k 1 k
ky1 ÄV nm m V nl : V nn s y1 Card H n . .  .  .  .  . D /i , . . . , i1 k
1Fi - ??? -i FN1 k
5.16 .
We remark that this result can be proved by similar algebraic geometry
 .  .  .Uarguments preceding Lemma 5.4. Recall that V m m V l m V n is a
w  .g-module. Clearly the dimension of the g-invariant submodule is V m m
 .  .xV l : V n . Let A be the g-module
U
A s V nm m V nl m V nn . 5.17 .  .  .  .[
n
Set C s A g. As observed above the dimension of the homogeneous
w  .  .  .xcomponent C is V nm m V nl : V nn . Moreover C is a gradedn
normal C-algebra with rational singularities. Therefore, according to
Lemma 5.4, dim C is a quasi-polynomial in n.n
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